
Think of hobbies/ crafts that they
enjoy. Make a holiday or birthday
card or create a collage or
scrapbook. 
If they like spending time in a 
 workshop/ garage let them sort
nuts and bolts or organise a
toolbox.

Ask yes/no questions
Offer to read from books, newspapers or religious texts in cases where your loved one may
take comfort from these.
Play music and singing songs the individual enjoys.
Listen to a favourite CD, attend a concert in the park, or watch a favourite musician on TV.

 
When a loved one is diagnosed with a life-limiting illness it can be hard to face this reality. This
can leave us at a loss of what we can say or do to help in these circumstances. Although, your
loved one may not be able to do things they used to, they are still the same person. So, it is
important to enjoy and cherish every moment you spend with them.

Recommended activities
during the care period 

Here are some recommended activities you can do with a
loved one with a life-limiting illness 

If the person is not able to converse but able to nod or shake their head

If the person is able to converse with you talk with them

Touch can be very important 

If the person is physically able

Being outside can bring a sense of peace and break up a long day

Talk about things you did together. ‘Remember when we …’ Laugh together about the
memories you’ve shared
Talk about things you have always talked about together: family, community events,
interests of the person, such as sports, crafts, new products, etc. 
Look through pictures he or she may have or bring some of your photos to show them

Ask if you may: 
hold your loved one’s hand
comb their hair
apply lotion to their hands, arms, or feet
If that may be painful, or they may not want
to be touched, you can offer to:
apply moisturiser to their lips
make a favourite drink or food 
find a cosy blanket or jumper to make your
loved one comfortable

Take your loved one out for a nature or a beach walk to enjoy the fresh air and sunshine
Sit and talk in the yard or open air
Go for a relaxing drive to admire the trees or landscape
Take simple trips to your local library, cafe, church, bowling or bingo


